
 

 

 

 

 

 

Arshehkar system selection software is designed for the easy access of consumers. 
This software including two part that are proportionate with selective method of 
consumers. 

These two parts as follows as: 

 

1. System selection on compressor basis 
Evaporator selection 
Air cooled selection 
Water cooled selection 
 

2. System selection on calculation basis 
 

You will see more description for per item. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

System selection for available compressors in Iran market  

 

This part of software is considered for the users that  have selected one of the 
available compressor in Iran market ( Bitzer or DWM) after any calculation relating to 
the cold room and product storing & environment conditions is one of the standard 
status which is considered in this software. 

 

Evaporator selection  

 

For selecting evaporator in first page, click the system selection on compressor basis 
button then click on evaporator button. 

 



Hereby, you can see the evaporator selection page that as follows as: 

 

 

First select the required refrigerant, by changing the selective refrigerant, also the 
selectable compressor in (compressor model) section will be changed. 

Then select the required cold room. In this software section, you can see the sample 
of several cold rooms. By selecting each cold room, you can see the description in 
opposite section that shows the storing & calculative conditions. 

In this part, regards to the storing condition the user can consider the products than 
the mentioned ones. For example in order to storing the proteins foodstuff such as 
sausage in over zero cold room, you can select the diary storing option by regarding 
the cold room temperature & ∆T. You can see the storing condition for each option 
in software in below table. 

 

 



 

Icon    
Diary Storage 0   C’ 8 -8   C’ 
Fruit Storage 0   C’ 6 -6   C’ 
Chilling room 0   C’ 5 -5   C’ 
Meat Storage -18   C’ 7 -25   C’ 
Ice cream storage -25   C’ 6 -31   C’ 
Blast Freezer -40   C’ 5 -45   C’ 
 

Then select the compressor type & model. By choosing each mentioned applications, 
you can change the compressors which are shown in compressor model list. In case 
of selecting a compressor & changing cold room application, you must reselect the 
compressor.  

If you select the type & model of freezing tunnel, the quantity of compressor must be 
specified until in case of necessity the multi circuit evaporators selected. 

 



Then by considering the project zone, you can select the suitable climate condition. 

You can see the temperature range of each zone as below table: 

Weather Condition Temperature Range 
Cold region Less than 35 C’ 

Temperate region Between 35 C’ and 45 C’ 
Tropical Region More than 45 C’ 

 

Also you can specify the quantity of evaporators for each compressor.  

Now you can click the evaporator selection option & choose the evaporator 
software. Software selection is on the fan diameter basis.  It means that the software 
provides the facility of searching the evaporator with the minimum fan size in order 
to specify evaporator in this range. 

In answer page, the inserted specifications by users are shown that selection is done 
according to it. You can see the evaporators & their specifications such as: capacity, 
heat exchange surface, fan quantity & diameter, fan aeration volume in a table. In 
last row the confidence coefficient is shown that by regarding the application, 
sensitiveness of product in cold room, cold room dimension and economic 
consideration of system, the users could select the suitable system. In this stage, you 
can click the dimension button (besides suggested evaporator) 

 



 

 

The other button is under the dimension button that some useful information is 
shown in this page. Now, in order to exit, return, transfer to main software page and 
condenser selection on compressor basis, you can click the exit, return, and return to 
main page & condenser selection buttons. 

 

Evaporator specifications print 

In this stage, if you want you can insert the project & employer specifications in 
client information page in file menu until the project specifications shown in print 
page. 

Click on print option in menu file, if the suggested evaporator of software be more 
than one, a page will be appeared that instruct the user to select the suitable 
evaporator. If you click on print button, the suitable system specification will be 
appeared. The user can print these specifications otherwise by clicking on Esc button, 
return to program. 

 



Air cooled condenser selection 

For air cooled condenser selection in first page, click on the system selection on 
compressor basis button then click on air cooled condenser button 

 

 

So that, you can see the air cooled condenser page that as follows as: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

First select the required refrigerant, by changing the selective refrigerant, the 
compressor in (compressor model) section will be changed. Then specify the 
operation condition.  The mentioned applications include the below zero, over zero 
cold rooms & ventilation condition. You can see all the applications and the capacity 
which is used according to evaporator temperature.  

 

Application Conditions Example Evap Temperature 

Minus Zero Coldroom 
Meat Storage  -20   C’ 

Ice cream Storage -25   C’ 
Blast Freezer -40   C’ 

Minus Zero Coldroom 
Diary Storage -5   C’ 

Fruit storage -5   C’ 
Chilling room -5   C’ 

Air Conditioning  +3   C’ 



More, select the compressor type & model. By selecting above mentioned 
applications, the compressors which are in (compressor model) list will be changed. 
In case of selecting compressor & changing the cold room application, the 
compressor must be reselected.  

 

As for project construction zone, the suitable climate condition is selected. For 
specifying the climate zone in order to select the condenser, the critical condition 
must be considered.  It means that the zone climate in summers must be considered 
then the zone climate condition must be selected. 

 

∆T is one of the important elements in condenser selection for different climate 
zones. ∆T shows the differences between distillation and ambient temperature that 
more ambient temperature result in less ∆T.  You can see the ∆T for each application 
& each climate zones as below table. 

 

Application Conditions Weather Condition ∆T 

Minus Zero Coldroom & 
Air Conditioning 

Cold region 13   C’ 
Temperate region 11   C’ 

Tropical Region 9   C’ 

Minus Zero Coldroom 

Cold region 12   C’ 
Temperate region 10   C’ 

Tropical Region 8   C’ 

 

Now by clicking on air cooled condenser selection button, you can select the suitable 
air cooled condenser software. You can select the software on fans diameter basis. It 
means that the software provides the facility of searching the evaporator with the 
minimum fan size in order to specify condenser in this range. 

The answer page form is similar the evaporator selection page. The answer 
specifications which user has inserted it in previous page are shown on top of this 
page. You can see the condensers & their specifications such as: capacity, heat 
exchange surface, fan quantity & diameter, fan aeration volume in a table.  In last 
row the confidence coefficient is shown that by regarding the application, 



sensitiveness of product in cold-room, cold room dimension and economic 
consideration of system, the users could select the suitable system. In this stage, you 
can click the dimension button (besides suggested condenser) 

 

 

The other button is under the dimension button that some useful information is 
shown in this page. Now, in order to exit, return, transfer to main software page and 
evaporator selection on compressor basis, you can click the exit, return, and return 
to main page & condenser selection buttons. 

Air cooled condenser specifications print 

In this stage, if you want you can insert the project & employer specifications in 
client information page in file menu until the project specifications shown in print 
page. Click on print option in menu file, if the suggested evaporator of software be 
more than one, a page will be appeared that instruct the user to select the suitable 
evaporator. If you click on print button, the suitable system specification will be 
appeared. The user can print these specifications otherwise by clicking on Esc button, 
return to program. 

 



Water cooled condenser selection 

For air cooled condenser selection in first page, click on the system selection on 
compressor basis button then click on air cooled condenser button. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



So that, you can see the air cooled condenser page the as follows as: 

 

 

In case of selecting the water cooled condenser, just the R-22 refrigerant must be 
used. By clicking on refrigerant list on top of this page, an error will be appeared that 
you cannot select the other refrigerant. 

 

Then specify the operation condition. The mentioned applications include the below 
zero, over zero cold rooms & ventilation condition. 

 

More select the compressor type & model. By selecting above mentioned 
applications, the compressors which are in (compressor model) list will be changed. 
In case of selecting compressor & changing the cold room application, the 
compressor must be reselected. 



Then the user must specify the source of input water to the condenser. As water 
salts & sediments cause the cooling capability differences of sources, results the 
similar condenser, in case of different water sources will have various efficiency 
watering volume.  

 

Then the zone climate conditions are selected. Both temperature & moisture 
elements must be considered in climate option dividing and are defined according to 
the climate condition selection of input water temperature to condenser. It is better 
that the user measure & insert the input water temperature, otherwise he can select 
the suggested option by software. In input temperature selection, it is noted that the 
more input temperature required the bigger condenser selection. In this stage the 
user select one of the options & click condenser selection button according to the 
critical condition or necessity of approximate water temperature fluctuation then the 
suggested system will be shown in answer page. 

 

 

In bottom of inserted information page, the user has possibility of selecting the 
condenser type. The default option is for selecting the condenser with copper tube 
which has most applications in normal condition. In case of input water with high 



corrosion, the user can select the condenser with steel shell. Software selection is on 
the shell length basis.  It means that the software provides the facility of searching 
the condensers with the shortest shell length in order to specify condensers in this 
range. 

 

In answer page, the inserted specifications by users are shown that selection is done 
according to it. You can see the condenser & their specifications such as: capacity, 
condenser length, shell diameter, nominal water flow rate condenser watering 
volume. In last row the confidence coefficient is shown that  by regarding the 
application , sensitiveness of product in cold room , cold room dimension and 
economic consideration of system, the users could select the suitable system. In this 
stage , you can click the dimension button (besides suggested condenser ) 

 

The other button is under the dimension button that some useful information is 
shown in this page. Now, in order to exit, return, transfer to main software page and 
evaporator selection on compressor basis, you can click the exit , return, return to 
main page & condenser selection buttons. 

 

Water cooled condenser specifications print 

 

In this stage, if you want you can insert the project & employer specifications in 
client information page in file menu until the project specifications be shown in print 
page. 

 

Click on print option in menu file, if the suggested evaporator of software be more 
than one, a page will be appeared that instruct the user to select the suitable 
evaporator. If you click on print button, the suitable system specification will be 
appeared. The user can print these specifications otherwise by clicking on Esc button, 
return to program. 

 

 



Selection on calculation basis 

This part of software is considered for the users that are familiar with calculation 
basis of refrigerant equipments selection & related concepts such as: ( ∆T, cold room 
temperature, it’s relation with fin space) and their selection is according to capacity 
instead of compressor type. It is assumed that the user be familiar with system 
selection condition (evaporator or condenser) , all the effective elements in selection 
and effects of environment or product storing condition and by user decision & 
inserting the required information , selection is done via software .The selection 
process via software is the  same as the description in selection on compressor basis 
section.  

 


